Gift-A-Book

Air You Breathe : A Novel
9 780735 210998

by Peebles, Frances De Pontes

FP 30,000. The story of an intense female friendship fueled by affection, envy and pride - and each woman’s
fear that she would be nothing without the other. Skinny, 9-year-old orphaned Dores is working in the kitchen
of a sugar plantation in 1930s Brazil when in walks a girl who changes everything. Graça, the spoiled daughter
of a wealthy sugar baron, is clever, well fed, pretty, and thrillingly ill-behaved. Born to wildly different worlds,
Dores and Graça quickly bond over shared mischief, and then, on a deeper level, over music. But only one of
the two is destined to be a star. Their intimate, volatile bond will determine each of their fortunes - and haunt
their memories.
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780735210998

Price: $35.00

Form: TC

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: August 2018

Alaskan Holiday : A Novel
9 780525 491699

by Macomber, Debbie

Debbie Macomber brings us to the Alaskan wilderness for a magical Christmas tale about finding love where
it’s least expected. Before beginning her dream job as sous chef in one of Seattle’s hottest new restaurants, Josie
Avery takes a summer position cooking at a lakeside lodge in the remote Alaskan town of Ponder. Josie falls for
the rustic charms of the local community - including Jack Corcoran, the crotchety keeper of Ponder’s famed
sour dough starter, and, in particular, the quiet and intense Palmer Saxon, a famed master swordsmith.Josie and
Palmer become close during the long Alaskan summer days, but Josie knows that, come fall, she’ll be returning
to reality and the career she’s worked so hard for.
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780525491699

Price: $40.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: October 2018

Ambush
9 781478 999164

by Patterson, James

Michael Bennett #11, following HAUNTED. An anonymous tip about a crime in Upper Manhattan proves to be
a setup. An officer is taken down - and, despite the attackers' efforts, it's not Michael Bennett. New York's top
cop is not the only one at risk. One of Bennett's children sustains a mysterious injury. And a series of murders
follows, each with a distinct signature, alerting Bennett to the presence of a professional killer with a flair for
disguise. Michael Bennett can't tell what's driving the assassin. But he can tell it's personal, and that it's part of
something huge. Through twist after twist, he fights to understand exactly how he fits into the killer's plan,
before he becomes the ultimate victim.
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9781478999164

Price: $45.50

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: October 2018

Amish Christmas Candle
9 781420 144178

by Long, Kelly

In this love-filled holiday collection, warm yourself with the peaceful light of Plain gifts. SNOW SHINE ON
ICE MOUNTAIN by Kelly Long - When staid Naomi Gish’s mischievous father hires strapping Gray Fisher at
their candle shop for the season, she’s positive the old man has an ulterior motive. HONEYBEE CHRISTMAS
by Jennifer Beckstrand - Of all the sacrifices Bitsy Kiem made to raise her three nieces Amish, giving up her
Englisch life was the only thing she missed. CHRISTMAS CANDLE by Lisa Jones Baker - Blessing those in
need at Christmastime is one of Lydia’s favorite traditions. But without her newly married sister’s help this
year, the task seems daunting.
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420144178

Page: 1

Price: $8.99

Form: MM

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: October 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift-A-Book

Audubon in Nova Scotia : An Excerpt from the Journals of John James Au ...
9 781554 471829

by Audubon, John James

In August 1833, American artist and adventurer John James Audubon came ashore near Pictou, Nova Scotia, on
his way home from three months exploring the Labrador coast-part of the ongoing research for his famous
multivolume work, The Birds of America. Audubon spent eight days touring the province, visiting with local
people (like the naturalist Thomas McCulloch) and collecting specimens, recording a wide range of
observations in his journal. These journal entries provide context to one of Audubon's important scientific
relationships, as well as insights into life and travel in colonial Nova Scotia. The text is introduced and
extensively annotated by Eric L. Mills, with original illustrations by Wesley Bates.
Publisher: Gaspereau Press

ISBN-13:

9781554471829

Price: $21.95

Form: TP

Pages: 64

Pub. Date: October 2018

Autism: the Gift That Needs to Be Opened
9 781771 174466

by Autism Society, Newfoundland and Labrador

Families, world experts, and persons on the autism spectrum share their experiences in this collection of stories.
With a focus on the positive aspects of autism and the importance of community involvement and early
intervention, Autism: The Gift That Needs to Be Opened is a resource whose aim is to improve the lives of
parents, educators, and persons who have autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Awareness and advocacy for early
diagnosis and treatment of autism have grown substantially over the past decade. According to Stephen W.
Scherer, Ph.D., D.Sc., FRSC, There are new studies that show that every child who undergoes intensive
behavioural intervention therapy improves in some way. In fact, I have heard rare stories of some children
Publisher: Flanker Press Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771174466

Price: $19.95

Form: TP

Pages: 225

Pub. Date: October 2015

Becoming
9 780525 633679

by Obama, Michelle

An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United States. In a life filled with
meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women
of our era. As First Lady - the first African-American to serve in that role - she helped create the most
welcoming and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful advocate for
women and girls in the U.S. and around the world. In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing
storytelling, Michelle Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her.

Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780525633679

Price: $60.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: November 2018

Before We Were Strangers
9 780778 368755

by Novak, Brenda

Something happened to her mother that night. Something no one wants to talk about. But she’s determined to
uncover her family’s dark secrets, even if they bury her. Five-year-old Sloane McBride couldn't sleep that night.
Her parents were arguing again. And then there’d been that other sound - the ominous thump before all went
quiet. In the morning, her mother was gone. Now, another traumatic loss forces Sloane to realize she owes it to
her mother to find out the truth, even if it means returning to a small town full of secrets and lies and a father
and brother who’d rather see her silenced. But as Sloane starts digging into the past, the question isn’t whether
she can uncover what really happened that night…
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780778368755

Page: 2

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2018

Gift-A-Book

Before We Were Strangers
9 780778 369943

by Novak, Brenda
FP 80,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778369943

Price: $19.99

Form: TP

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: December 2018

Blowing the Bloody Doors Off : And Other Lessons in Life
9 781549 173752

by Caine, Michael

With over 100 movies and two Academy Awards to his credit over six decades, Hollywood legend Michael
Caine shares the wisdom, stories, insight, and skills that life has taught him in his remarkable career. He knows
what success takes - he's made it to the pinnacle of his profession from humble origins. But as he says, "Small
parts can lead to big things. And if you keep doing things right, the stars will align when you least expect it."
Now in his 85th year - and more beloved than ever - he wants to share everything he's learned.

Publisher: Hachette Books

ISBN-13:

9781549173752

Price: $52.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: November 2018

Brief Answers to the Big Questions
9 781984 844613

by Hawking, Stephen

The world-famous cosmologist leaves us with his final thoughts on the universe’s biggest questions in this
brilliant and page-turning posthumous work. At the time of his death, Hawking was working on a final project:
a book compiling his answers to the “big” questions that he was so often posed - questions that ranged beyond
his academic field. Within these pages, he provides his personal views on our biggest challenges as a human
race, and where we, as a planet, are heading next. Each section will be introduced by a leading thinker offering
his or her own insight into Professor Hawking’s contribution to our understanding.

Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9781984844613

Price: $40.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: November 2018

Carnets Noirs
9 782253 083276

by King, Stephen
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Le Livre De Poche

ISBN-13:

9782253083276

Page: 3

Price: $15.95

Form: TP

Pages: 572

Pub. Date: October 2017

www.whitehots.com

Gift-A-Book

Catching the Light
9 781771 085960

by Sinnott, Susan

The kids call her Lighthouse: no lights on up there. In a small town, everyone knows when you can't read. But
Cathy is just distracted by the light, lines, and artistry of everyday life. She is a talented artist growing up in tiny
Mariners Cove and yearns for acceptance. She dreams of enrolling in art school, but getting there will be a
struggle. Hutch Parsons is everything Cathy is not: charismatic, popular, smart. Overflowing with energy, he is
confident in his plans for the future. But one icy evening his world is upended and those plans are swept
away.Dancing between points of view, Catching the Light explores the ordinary lives of two extraordinary
people. With gorgeously lyrical language and a strong sense of place, this tender novel announces a bright new
Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771085960

Price: $21.95

Form: TP

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: April 2018

Celtic Empire
9 780525 636380

by Cussler, Clive

Dirk Pitt #25, following ODESSA SEA. The murder of a team of U.N. scientists while investigating mysterious
deaths in El Salvador. A deadly collision in the waterways off Detroit. An attack from tomb raiders on an
archeological site along the Nile. Is there a link between these violent events? The answer may lie with the tale
of an Egyptian princess forced to flee the armies of her father three thousand years ago. From the desert sands
of Egypt to the rocky isles of Ireland to the deepwater lochs of Scotland, only Dirk Pitt can unravel the secrets
of an ancient enigma that could change the very future of mankind.

Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780525636380

Price: $60.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: March 2019

Chant Des Dunes
9 782266 272964

by Connolly, John
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Pocket

ISBN-13:

9782266272964

Price: $14.95

Form: TP

Pages: 544

Pub. Date: October 2017

Choir of Angels : Shirley, Goodness and Mercy
9 780778 368694

by Macomber, Debbie

REISSUE - Three classic stories of hope and seasonal cheer. Shirley, Goodness and Mercy - Greg Bennett hates
Christmas. Divorced, almost friendless and about to lose his business, he has no time for what he considers
sentimental nonsense. It takes three irrepressible angels to show him the truth. Those Christmas Angels come
down to earth again to respond to Anne Fletcher's prayer request. Another Christmas, another angelic rescue.
The three heaven-sent messengers reunite a divorced couple, bring peace of mind to an elderly man and grant a
little boy's fondest wish. Because there's always joy Where Angels Go.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780778368694

Page: 4

Price: $9.99

Form: MM

Pages: 576

Pub. Date: September 2018

Gift-A-Book

Cible &Eacute;tait Fran&ccedil;aise.
9 782702 160367

by Child, Lee
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Calmann-Lvy

ISBN-13:

9782702160367

Price: $29.95

Form: TP

Pages: 360

Pub. Date: October 2017

Desperate Measures
9 780525 643142

by Woods, Stuart
Stone Barrington #47, following TURBULENCE. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE.

Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

9780525643142

Price: $47.00

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: October 2018

Disappearing Boy
9 781771 085489

by Tilson, Sonia

When Neil discovers his mother is transgender, he goes to the roots of his family tree for answers.

Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771085489

Price: $12.95

Form: TP

Pages: 200

Pub. Date: September 2017

Every Breath
9 781549 194696

by Sparks, Nicholas

Hope Anderson is at a crossroads. At 36, she's been dating her boyfriend, an orthopedic surgeon, for six years.
With no wedding plans in sight, and her father recently diagnosed with ALS, she decides to use a week at her
family's cottage in Sunset Beach, NC, to mull over some difficult decisions about her future. Tru Walls has
never visited North Carolina but is summoned to Sunset Beach by a letter from a man claiming to be his father.
A safari guide, born and raised in Zimbabwe, Tru hopes to unravel some of the mysteries surrounding his
mother's early life. When the two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is unfathomable.

Publisher: Grand Central

ISBN-13:

9781549194696

Page: 5

Price: $45.50

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: October 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift-A-Book

Field of Bones
9 780062 864956

by Jance, J. A.

Joanna Brady #18, following DOWNFALL. Sheriff Joanna Brady's best intentions to stay on maternity leave
take a hit when a serial homicide case rocks Cochise County, dragging her into a far-reaching investigation to
bring down a relentless killer in this chilling tale of suspense from New York Times bestselling author J. A.
Jance. Rather than staying home with her newborn and losing herself in the cold cases to be found in her father's
long unread diaries, Joanna instead finds herself overseeing a complex investigation involving multiple
jurisdictions.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062864956

Price: $49.99

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: September 2018

Fishing the High Country : A Memoir of the River
9 781773 100838

by Curtis, Wayne

The timeless story of an always-moving river. From the first sentence, "I come from a long line of river people,"
to the last, "Bad luck to kill a moose bird," Wayne Curtis signals that this book occupies the territory of a
classic, a lyrical memoir of a river and those who submit to its call. New Brunswick's Miramichi River is one of
the most entrancing salmon rivers in the world. In Fishing the High Country , Curtis has created what can only
be described as a river masterpiece, a lyrical record of time and place, of those who are drawn to its side and
those who cast their lines into its waters. Drawing on his experience of life along the river -- as a boy, as a
young man, and as a river guide among guides, Wayne Curtis crafts the compelling memoir of this place, a high
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions

ISBN-13:

9781773100838

Price: $19.95

Form: TP

Pages: 216

Pub. Date: October 2018

Growing up Next to the Mental
9 781771 176583

by Callahan, Brian

Wish Mooney's earliest memory in life is finding a corpse in the Waterford River. Jarring stuff for a four-yearold, yet far from the most shocking or bizarre event he would witness growing up in west-end St. John's, next
door to the Waterford Hospital. Or as it was unabashedly labelled before the advent of political correctness: The
Mental. An unfortunate moniker by today's stigma standards, but one legitimately derived from the original
name of the place--The Hospital for Mental and Nervous Diseases--when it opened in 1854. Not until 1972
would it be renamed after the river that runs by it. But in Mooney's world, which revolves mostly in and around
the asylum's drab, depressing confines, it was colloquially The Mental just as its largely despondent inhabitants
Publisher: Flanker Press Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771176583

Price: $19.95

Form: TP

Pages: 229

Pub. Date: June 2018

Half Spent Was the Night : A Witches' Yuletide
9 780735 275669

by McKay, Ami

FP 30,000(CDN) The magical follow-up to WITCHES OF NEW YORK. During the nights between Christmas
and New Year’s, the witches of New York - Adelaide Thom, Eleanor St. Clair and the youngest, Beatrice Dunn
- gather before the fire to tell ghost stories and perform traditional Yuletide divinations. (Did you know that
roasting chestnuts was once used to foretell one’s fate?) As the witches roast chestnuts and melt lead to see their
fate, a series of odd messengers land on their doorstep bearing invitations for a New Year’s Eve masquerade
hosted by a woman they’ve never met. Canadian author - NS

Publisher: Knopf Canada

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780735275669

Page: 6

Price: $20.00

Form: TC

Pages: 112

Pub. Date: October 2018

Gift-A-Book

Heads You Win
9 781427 299222

by Archer, Jeffrey

With a final twist that will shock even his most ardent listeners, HEADS YOU WIN is #1 New York Times
bestseller Jeffrey Archer's most ambitious and creative work since KANE & ABEL. Leningrad, Russia, 1968.
Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age, it is clear he is destined to lead his
countrymen. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have
to escape from Russia if they hope to survive. At the docks, they are confronted with an irreversible choice:
should they board a container ship bound for America, or Great Britain? Alexander leaves that choice to the toss
of a coin. In a single moment, a double twist decides Alexander’s future.
Publisher: Macmillan Audio

ISBN-13:

9781427299222

Price: $51.99

Form: CD

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: November 2018

Holidays at the Harbor
9 780778 363262

by Roberts, Sheila

Moonlight Harbor #2. The town of Moonlight Harbor needs to convince tourists that the beach is still the place
to be - even when the sunshine goes south for the winter. Jenna Jones, new proprietor of The Driftwood Inn, has
the perfect idea: a holiday festival called Seaside with Santa. Jenna is happy to throw herself into planning the
event. With all the decorating, preparation and extra reservations at the inn because of the festival-and with two
wonderful but very different men hoping to claim more of her time and her heart-Jenna is busy. Busy, but
happy. Until the weather turns her festival into a farce.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778363262

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018

House Next Door
9 781478 969761

by Patterson, James

Three pulse-pounding thrillers in 1 book! House Next Door (with Susan DiLallo): Married mother of four Laura
Sherman was thrilled when her new neighbor invited her on some errands. But a few quick tasks became a long
lunch - and now things could go too far with a man who isn't what he seems. Killer's Wife (with Max DiLallo):
Six girls have gone missing. Detective McGrath knows the only way to find them is to get close to the suspect's
wife...maybe too close. We. Are. Not. Alone (with Tim Arnold): The first message from space. It will change
the world. It's first contact. Undeniable proof of alien life. Disgraced Air Force scientist Robert Barnett found it.
Now he's the target of a desperate nationwide manhunt.
Publisher: Little Brown

ISBN-13:

9781478969761

Price: $45.50

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: December 2018

How to Stay Alive : The Ultimate Survival Guide for Any Situation
9 780062 857118

by Grylls, Bear

FP 75,000. In the spirit of the multi-million copy bestselling SAS Survival Handbook comes the ultimate
survival guide for the 21st century, from world-famous adventurer and former SAS soldier Bear Grylls. For
more than a decade, Bear Grylls has introduced TV viewers to the most dramatic wilderness survival situations,
through his hit shows such as Man Vs. Wild. Now, with How to Stay Alive, Bear brings readers inside the wide
variety of vital survival tactics he utilizes all the time, from basic everyday skills like avoiding blisters, to oncein-a-lifetime events like surviving a kidnapping.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062857118

Page: 7

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: September 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift-A-Book

If I Had an Old House on the East Coast
9 781771 085779

by Baxter, Wanda

If I had an old house on the East Coast I would fall in love at first sight. It would grab me by the heart, and not
let go.With introspection and deep appreciation for the East Coast, this inspirational gift book shares a dream, in
words and images, of falling in love with an old house and breathing new life into it. Exploring, with lyrical
prose, everything from an old house's foundation to its layers of antique wallpaper to its decades-old gardens
bursting with wildflowers, this lyrical and gently illustrated book is a love letter to a vanishing way of life. Fully
illustrated with gentle watercolours from celebrated local artist Kat Frick Miller, If I Had an Old House on the
East Coast also includes practical tips for the old-home-owner, from how to clear your home of ghosts to
Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771085779

Price: $24.95

Form: TC

Pages: 64

Pub. Date: May 2018

In the Wake
9 781771 086646

by Davison, Nicola

When Emily and her family move back to Nova Scotia from Calgary, it is a return to the coastal landscape that
already haunts her--and the waters where her father died. She meets her neighbour Linda, a gruff but loving
widow and Linda's grown son, Tom, who struggles to stay on an even keel. As the tension in each family
builds, both Emily and Linda must confront long-unanswered questions. With its nuanced depictions of
marriage, parenting, grief and mental illness, and humorous, understated dialogue, Davison's debut is at once
suspenseful and subtle.

Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771086646

Price: $22.95

Form: TP

Pages: 280

Pub. Date: September 2018

Irish Country Cottage
9 781427 299109

by Taylor, Patrick

Irish Country #13, following IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE. The Christmas holidays have barely passed
before a fire engulfs the humble thatched cottage housing Donal Donnally and his family. Although the family
escapes the blaze more or less unsinged, Donal, his wife, their three small children, and their beloved dog find
themselves with nothing left but the clothes on their back. Good thing Doctors O’Reilly and Laverty are on
hand to rally the good people of Ballybucklebo to come to their aid. Rebuilding the cottage won’t be quick or
easy, but good neighbours from all walks of life will see to it that the Donallys get back on their feet again, no
matter what it takes.
Publisher: Macmillan Audio

ISBN-13:

9781427299109

Price: $51.99

Form: CD

Pages:

Pub. Date: October 2018

Kingdom of the Blind : A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
9 781250 066206

by Penny, Louise

FP 600,000. Chief Inspector Gamache #14, following GLASS HOUSES. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE.
Also available UAB/CD. Canadian author - Montreal

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781250066206

Page: 8

Price: $35.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2018

Gift-A-Book

Medicine Horn
9 781250 305060

by Sherman, Jory

REISSUE (8/92) & REPACKAGED. The first novel in Sherman's Buckskinner series following mountain man
Lem Hawke through his adventures in the old west. From the frontier South to the brawling, bawdy streets of
still-French St. Louis and awesome grandeur of the high plains, Lem Hawke was the greatest of the Big Sky
Mountain Men. He lived hard, loved hard, and when he fought, it was war to the knife. MEDICINE HORN is
the story of his life, loves, and violent wars - an epic tale of the old west as big as the frontier and as rugged as
the men and women who made it their own.

Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9781250305060

Price: $10.50

Form: MM

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: September 2018

Minimalist Home : A Room-By-Room Guide to a Decluttered, Refocused Lif ...
9 781601 427991

by Becker, Joshua

FP 50,000. A popular minimalist blogger and author of MORE OF LESS shows you how to methodically turn
your home into a place of peace, contentment, and purposeful living. He both offers practical guidelines for
simplifying our lifestyle at home and addresses underlying issues that contribute to over-accumulation in the
first place. The purpose is not just to create a more inviting living space. It’s also to turn our life’s HQ - our
home - into a launching pad for a more fulfilling and productive life in the world.

Publisher: Crown Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781601427991

Price: $25.99

Form: TC

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: December 2018

Murder by the Book
9 781496 720191

by Elliott, Lauren

Bookstore Mystery #1. Addie left some painful memories behind in the big city, including the unsolved murder
of her fiancé and her father’s fatal car accident. After an unexpected inheritance from a great aunt, she’s moved
to a small New England town. Best of all, her aunt also left her countless first editions and other treasures providing an inventory to start her own store. But there’s trouble from day one, and not just from the grumpy
woman who runs the bakery next door. A car nearly runs Addie down. Someone steals a copy of Alice in
Wonderland. Then, Addie’s friend Serena, who owns a nearby tea shop, is arrested - for killing another local
merchant.
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781496720191

Price: $8.99

Form: MM

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: October 2018

My Chaos : Searching for My New Normal
9 781634 925440

by Benson, Rick C.
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Booklocker.com, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781634925440

Page: 9

Price: $15.95

Form: TP

Pages:

Pub. Date: September 2017

www.whitehots.com

Gift-A-Book

My River : Cleaning up the Lahave River
9 781459 505513

by Bowles, Stella

When Stella was told she couldn't swim in her back yard river because hundreds of houses flushed their raw
sewage into it she decided to try to do something about the issue. This is the true story of Stella's astonishingly
successful grade six science project to clean up the LaHave River.

Publisher: Formac Publishing Company Limi ISBN-13:

9781459505513

Price: $16.95

Form: TP

Pages: 96

Pub. Date: September 2018

Ned Pratt : One Wave
9 781773 100869

by Pratt, Ned

The world in bold; Newfoundland in abstract. "It is the landscape that endures, it is the landscape that remains
in control." -- Ned Pratt With Ned Pratt, there is no nostalgia, no romance, no theatre. His interest in the
Newfoundland landscape forms the foundation for his photography. Pratt's approach to the act of looking
transcends place. He distills the landscape into abstractions of form and colour. Disrupting depth with close
architectural details and incisions of poles and wires, he undermines the traditional, romantic notion of "looking
out" to sublime geometry. Net Pratt: One Wave charts a decade of Pratt's breathtaking photography. Echoing
Pratt's aesthetic, this beautifully designed book presents Pratt's works in formal conversation with each other.
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions

ISBN-13:

9781773100869

Price: $45.00

Form: TC

Pages: 120

Pub. Date: November 2018

No Traveller Returns : A Novel
9 780425 284445

by L'Amour, Louis

FP 20,000. Louis L’Amour’s long-lost first novel, faithfully completed by his son, takes readers on a voyage
into danger and violence on the high seas. As the shadows of WWII gather, the SS Lichenfield is westbound
across the Pacific carrying 80,000 barrels of highly explosive naphtha. The cargo alone makes the journey
perilous, with the entire crew aware that one careless moment could lead to disaster. But another sort of peril
haunts the Lichenfield. Even beyond their day-to-day existence, the lives of the crew are mysteriously
intertwined. Though each has his own history, dreams and jealousies, longing and rage, all are connected by a
deadly web of chance and circumstance.
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425284445

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 272

Pub. Date: November 2018

Nova Scotia Cookery, Then and Now: : Modern Interpretations of Heritag ...
9 781771 085465

by Mansour, Valerie

Take one batch of historic recipes, add a handful of local, inspired chefs, mix well, and serve up a modern
version of Nova Scotia culinary history. To create this book, food writer and editor Valerie Mansour reviewed
the Nova Scotia Archives's What's Cooking? digital collection and, along with their staff, pulled out a crosssection of recipes dating back as far as The Halifax Gazette of 1765, and featuring material from wartime
newspaper supplement recipes, community cookbooks, and more. Taste of Nova Scotia then matched recipes
with Nova Scotia chefs and food-industry specialists, who put a modern twist on the recipes. Using their
expertise, today's food styles, and local ingredients, top chefs from across the province have recreated
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Racing to the Finish : My Story
9 780785 221609

by Earnhardt Jr., Dale

FP 200,000. Dale Earnhardt Jr., the most popular driver in NASCAR for 15 consecutive years, looks at the
recent events of his career and gives fans the inside track on where he’s been and where he’s going. It was a
minor crash at Michigan International Speedway in June 2016 that ended the day early for Dale Earnhardt Jr.
What he didn't know was that it would also end his driving for the year. He'd dealt with concussions before, but
concussions are like snowflakes - no two are the same. And recovery can be brutal - and lengthy. There's no
second guessing and no regrets from Driver #88. He simply wants to go out on his own terms and make the rest
of his life off the racetrack count.
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Right Between the Eyes
9 780786 044863

by Johnstone, William W.

Rattlesnake Wells, Wyoming #3. In a wild frontier boomtown like Rattlesnake Wells, it’s hard to know who to
lock up, who to let out, and who to gun down. But as town marshal, it’s Bob Hatfield’s job to separate the
sinners from the saints - or at least keep them from killing each other. Now there’s a new boy in town. He’s
fresh out of prison. He swears he was wrongfully convicted of embezzling from his boss at the local mine. He
wants to clear his name and reclaim the woman he loves. But when all hell starts to break loose, Bob knows
there’s more to the story than a little bad blood between townsfolk…
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Sawbones
9 780786 044870

by Johnstone, William W.

Bestselling authors William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone give the classic American hero a real shot in the
arm - in this epic story of a Rebel doctor fighting for justice in the aftermath of the Civil War… On the bloodstained battlefields of a divided nation, Dr. Samuel Knight used his surgical skills to treat wounded Confederate
soldiers. In the brutal prison camps of the Union Army, he offered his healing services to fellow captives who’d
given up hope. But now, with the war over and the South in ruins, the good doctor faces his hardest challenge
yet: to save himself…
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Searching for Terry Punchout
9 781988 784106

by Hellard, Tyler

A charming and funny DEBUT tale of hockey, small-town Maritime life, and how, despite our best efforts, we
just can't avoid turning into our parents. Adam Macallister's sportswriting career is about to end before it begins,
but he's got one last shot - a Sports Illustrated profile about hockey's most notorious goon, the reclusive Terry
Punchout - who also happens to be Adam's estranged father. Adam returns to Pennington, Nova Scotia, where
Terry now lives in the local rink and drives the Zamboni. Going home means drinking with old friends and
dealing with lingering feelings about his father and dead mother - and discovering that his friends and family
are kinder and more complicated than he ever gave them credit for.
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Season of Wonder
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by Thayne, Raeanne
FP 150,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION
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Secret Keeper
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by Lewis, Susan
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION
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Shadow President : The Truth about Mike Pence
9 781250 301192

by D'Antonio, Michael

FP 100,000. In this well-rounded, deeply-investigated biography, the first full look at the vice president, two
award-winning journalists unmask the real Mike Pence. Little-known outside his home state until Donald
Trump made him his running mate, Mike Pence - who proclaims himself a Christian first, a conservative
second, and a Republican third - has long worn a carefully-constructed mask of Midwestern nice. Behind his
self-proclaimed humility and self-abasing deference, however, hides a man whose own presidential ambitions
have blazed since high school. Pence’s drive for power, perhaps inspired by his belief that God might have big
plans for him, explains why he shocked his allies by lending Christian credibility to a scandal-plagued candidate
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Something for Everyone
9 781487 001162

by Moore, Lisa

FP 10,000(CDN) Internationally celebrated as one of literature’s most gifted stylists, Lisa Moore returns with
her third story collection, a soaring chorus of voices, dreams, loves, and lives. Taking us from the Fjord of
Eternity to the streets of St. John’s and the swamps of Orlando, these stories show us the timeless, the tragic,
and the miraculous hidden in the underbelly of our everyday lives. A missing rock god may have jumped a
cruise ship - in the Arctic. A grieving young woman may live next to a serial rapist. A man’s last day on earth
replays in the minds of others in a furiously sensual, heart-rending fugue. Canadian author - NFLD
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Tattooist of Auschwitz
9 780062 870674

by Morris, Heather

FP 20,000. International Bestseller. This beautiful, illuminating tale of hope and courage is based on interviews
that were conducted with Holocaust survivor and Auschwitz-Birkenau tattooist Ludwig (Lale) Sokolov - an
unforgettable love story in the midst of atrocity. In April 1942, Lale Sokolov is forcibly transported to the
concentration camps at Auschwitz-Birkenau. When his captors discover that he speaks several languages, he is
put to work as a Tätowierer (tattooist), tasked with permanently marking his fellow prisoners. One day in July
1942, Lale comforts a trembling young woman waiting in line to have her number tattooed onto her arm. Her
name is Gita, and in that first encounter, Lale vows to somehow survive the camp and marry her. Also available
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To Shake the Sleeping Self : A Journey from Oregon to Patagonia, and a ...
9 781524 761387

by Jenkins, Jedidiah

FP 65,000. From travel writer and Instagram phenomenon Jedidiah Jenkins, a long-awaited memoir of
adventure, failure, and lessons learned while bicycling the 14,000 miles from Oregon to Patagonia. On the eve
of turning 30, terrified of being sucked into a life he didn’t choose, Jedidiah Jenkins quit his dream job and
spent the next 16 months cycling from Oregon to Patagonia. He chronicled the trip on Instagram, where his
photos and profound reflections on life soon attracted hundreds of thousands of followers and got him featured
by National Geographic and The Paris Review.
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Valdez Is Coming
9 780380 822232

by Leonard, Elmore

REISSUE (12/12) Touching on the themes of the popular FX series Justified featuring U.S. Marshall Raylan
Givens, Valdez Is Coming is New York Times bestselling author Elmore Leonard's classic western tale of
corruption, justice, and vengeance. Forced to gun down an innocent man, part-time sheriff Roberto Valdez is
nearly killed and run out of town when he seeks justice for the dead man's family. But the same townsfolk who
laughed at Valdez's dark skin, mocked his decency, and tied him to a cross will find themselves on the wrong
side of a gun when the lawman comes back to deliver his own brand of justice.
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Where the Bullets Fly
9 780786 043422

by McCauley, Terrence

Sheriff Aaron Mackey #1. If anyone can smell an investment opportunity, it’s railroad men and big city
bankers. They’re not the kind of folks that Sheriff Mackey is used to dealing with. But greed is greed, and if
anyone knows how money can drive men to murder, it’s the sheriff of a boomtown like Dover Station. But
when Mackey is forced to gun down a pair of saloon rats, it brings a powderkeg of trouble - with a quickburning fuse of vengeance named Alexander Duramont. This bloodthirsty psychopath wants to kill the sheriff
for killing his buddies.
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